ATGI Electronic Warfare (EW) Pod

**EW Pod Features / Options**
- ATGI Proprietary Power Generation Technology (HiRAT®)
- MOSA (Modular Open System Architecture)
- Thermal Management System
- Standard Attachment Pylon
- Deicing System
- DC Or AC power

**EW Pod Benefits**
- Independent & Autonomous Power Systems
- Compact Power System
- Modular Design For Maintenance And Repair
- Integrated Fail Safe Mode
- Low Drag

**EW Pod Operating Range**
- Sea Level To 65,000 Feet
- 102 KCAS To 500KCAS (Mach 0.2 To 0.9)
- Temperature: -65°F To 225°F

**EW Pod Specifications**
- Available Power Option: From 0.25 To 300KW
- Size: 1" To 30" Diameter Pod

**EW Pod Platforms**
- Commercial & Military Aircraft
- Long Endurance UAV
- Air Launch Or Towed Decoy